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A space X is said to be cleavable over a class of spaces B if for every subset A of X there exist 
a space Y E 9 and a continuous mapping f: X+ Y such that f(A) and f(X - A) are disjoint 
and f(X) = Y. If X is cleavable over the class of all subspaces of a space Y, then Y is said to be 
cleavable over Y. Cleavability may be treated as a relativization of one-to-one continuous 
mappings. This paper is a survey which covers the first six years of the theory of cleavability. In 
particular, results on cleavability over the Hilbert space R”, the Euclidean spaces R”, the real 
line R, the space Q of rational numbers and the space J of irrational numbers are presented. 
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An introduction 
The notion of cleavability of one space over another space was introduced in [l], 
and, in a particular case, in [lo]. The original word for cleavability was a Russian 
one (rustchepljaemostj) and at the beginning it was translated into English as 
splittability. 
Let X be a topological space and let A be a subset of X. Assume also that we 
have a much simpler than X space Y and that we want to “reflect” A in Y by a 
subset B, which is located in Y in the same way as A is located in X. 
An obvious way to reflect a subset A of X in a space Y is to take a mapping f 
of X into Y and to define the “reflection” of A as the image f(A). However, this 
approach is too rough: at least, the mapping f should be assumed to be continu- 
ous, and we have to exclude the trivial case when f maps everything into a single 
point. 
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Clearly, to conceive the position of a set A in a space X it is not enough to 
know which points are in the set; we have to pay as much attention to the points 
which are not in A, that is, which are in X\A. 
After these metamathematical observations the basic definition of cleavability is 
obvious. 
Let _4!’ be a class of mappings. A space X is said to be _&‘-cleavable over a space 
Y along a subset A of X if there is a mapping f 64’ of X into Y such that 
f(A) nf(X\A) = 0. 
If X is J-cleavable over Y along every subset of X, we say that X is &-cleavable 
over Y. We omit & if J is the class of all continuous mappings (not necessarily 
onto). 
A strong link of the concept of cleavability to the classical theory of continuous 
mappings is provided by the following observation. Let f be a one-to-one continu- 
ous mapping of a space X into a space Y. Then obviously f “cleaves” X over Y 
along all subsets of X. Note, that in the definition of cleavability the mapping f 
depends on the subset A of X. Thus we might say that a space X is absolutely 
cleavable over a space Y if there exists a one-to-one continuous mapping of X into 
Y. This point of view is very well justified, as we shall see from the results in this 
survey. 
Let 9 be a class of topological spaces and let d be a class of mappings. We 
shall say that a space X is M-cleavable over the class 9 if for every subset A of X 
there exists a space Y in 9 and a mapping f : X + Y such that f E&T, f is onto, 
and the sets f(A) and f(X\A) are disjoint. Again, we drop & if & is the class of 
all continuous mappings. The class of all spaces cleavable over 9 is denoted by 
9’. A space X is called cleavable, if it is cleavable over the class of all separable 
metrizable spaces. Observe, that a space X is cleavable over a space Y if and only 
if it is cleavable over the class of all subspaces of Y. 
We also say closed-cleavable (perfect-cleavable, open-cleavable, quotient-cleava- 
ble) if ~2’ is the class of all closed (respectively, perfect, open, quotient) continuous 
mappings. 
Our terminology and notations are as in [10,17]. In particular, N+ is the set of 
all positive natural numbers, w is the set of all natural numbers, and all mappings 
we consider are assumed to be continuous. If no restrictions on separation axioms 
are explicitly mentioned, the spaces under consideration should be assumed to be 
Tychonoff. We denote by R the space of all real numbers, and by I the unit 
segment. The symbols X, Y, Z are used exclusively to denote topological spaces. 
By 7 we always denote an infinite cardinal number, and D(r) is a discrete space of 
cardinality 7. We let D to be the discrete two-point space (0, l}. 
This paper is a survey which covers the first six years of the theory of 
cleavability. Mostly we present the results from the articles [3,6,71 which at this 
moment are not published yet. Only a few results are supplied with the proofs. We 
do it only if the proofs were not published yet, or if they were published in 
journals, which are not easily available. 
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1. Some basic facts pertaining to cleavability 
Clearly, if X is cleavable over Y, then every subspace of X is cleavable over Y. 
If Y is a subspace of 2 and X is cleavable over Y then X is cleavable over Z; this 
is also obvious. Thus we have the following result: 
Proposition 1.1. If Y is homeomorphic to a subspace of Z and Z is homeomorphic to 
a subspace of Y, then a space X is cleavable over Y if and only if it is cleavable over 
Z. 
Cleavability is also transitive: 
Proposition 1.2. If X is cleavable over Y and Y is cleavable over Z, then X is 
cleavable over Z. 
From the very beginning, we can distinguish two general problems in the theory 
of cleavability: 
General Problem 1.3. Given two spaces X and Y, characterize those subsets of X 
along which X is cleavable over Y. 
General Problem 1.4. Given a space Y, characterize those spaces X which are 
cleavable over Y. 
Closely related to General Problem 1.4 is the following question: 
General Problem 1.5. Given a class 9 of topological spaces, characterize the class 
of all spaces cleavable over 9. 
Not much of work was done in the direction of General Problem 1.3. In this 
survey we will be mostly concerned with the last two problems. Proposition 1.2 will 
be of great help here: for example, it follows from it that a space X is cleavable 
over the space R of real numbers if and only if it is cleavable over the unit segment 
I. 
Example 1.6. A space X is cleavable over the two-point discrete space D if and 
only if X is discrete. 
Example 1.7. Let D, be the set {0, l} with the Sierpin’skii Topology, consisting of 
the whole space, of the empty set and of the set (0). Then a space X is cleavable 
over D, if and only if it is a doore-space, that is, if every subset A of X is either 
open or closed in X. 
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Example 1.8. The circumference S’ is not cleavable over R. 
The following general facts are good to keep in mind. 
Proposition 1.9. For every class 9 of spaces, 9 ~9~. 
Proposition 1.10. Let 9 and d be two classes of spaces such that 9 cd. Then 9# 
is a subclass of @#. 
For some classes 9 of spaces the answer to General Problem 1.5 is given by a 
simple formula: 9 # =9. however, it is far from being clear when this is the case. 
Clearly, to apply twice the operator # ’ 1s the same as to apply it once. Thus, we 
have the following general question: 
General Problem 1.11. Find classes 9 of spaces such that 9’ coincides with 9. 
Here are some simple results going in this direction. 
Proposition 1.12. If a space X is cleavable over the class of Hausdorff spaces, then X 
is itself Hausdorff. 
Proposition 1.13. Zf a space X is cleavable over the class of all T,-spaces (TO-spaces) 
then X is also a T,-space (a T,,-space). 
Not all separation axioms are preserved in the above sense by the cleavability 
operation. Indeed, it is easy to show that a space X is cleavable over a Tychonoff 
space if and only if it is functionally Hausdorff, that is, if for every two different 
points x and y of X there is a continuous real-valued function f on X such that 
f(x) is not equal to f(y). Of course, this condition is satisfied if and only if X can 
be mapped by a one-to-one continuous mapping onto a Tychonoff space. 
Proposition 1.14. A space X is cleavable over the class of all regular spaces if and 
only if it can be mapped by a one-to-one continuous mapping onto a regular space. 
Note, that if the classes 9 and 9’# coincide, then the class P is inverse-closed 
under one-to-one continuous mappings, that is, the following condition is satisfied: if 
a space X can be mapped by a one-to-one continuous mapping onto a space in 9 
then X belongs to 9. A most natural question is: when cleavability can be 
reduced to absolute cleavability? In other words, we have the following general 
question: 
General Problem 1.15. Find classes 9’ of spaces satisfying the following condition: 
a space X is cleavable over 9 if and only if there is a one-to-one continuous 
mapping of X onto a space in 9. 
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Proposition 1.14 is an example of a result we are looking for in General 
Problem 1.15. 
A family y of spaces will be called T-productive if for every subfamily {X,: LY E A} 
of y, where I A I G T, the product space FIIX,: (Y E A) belongs to y. A class 9 of 
spaces is called hereditary (closed-hereditary) if for every X in 9 every subspace 
(ever closed subspace) of X belongs to 9. The following proposition is one of 
important technical tools in the study of cleavability. In some cases it permits to 
reduce cleavability to absolute cleavability. 
Proposition 1.16 (see [2,3]). Let 9 be a r-productive class of spaces and let X be a 
space cleavable over 9. Assume also that {Y,: (Y E A) is a disjoint family of 
subspaces of Xsuch that I Y, I G 2’, for each (Y E A. Then there exists a space Z in 9 
and a mapping f : X + Z such that the restriction off to Y, is a one-to-one mapping, 
for every (Y E A. 
Proof. Each Y, can be realized as a subset of the space R’. It follows, that for each 
LY E A we can fix a family (B,(P): p < 7) of subsets of Y,, separating the points of 
Y, in the following sense: for every two different points x and y of Y, there exists 
p < T such that x belongs to B,(P) and y does not belong to B,(P). Put 
C, = U{B,(p): a =A}, 
for every p < 7. 
Let us fix now a continuous mapping fe of X onto a space Zp ~9, which 
cleaves X along the set C,. Then the diagonal product of all mappings fp, where 
/3 < T, is the mapping we are looking for. q 
The next section contains some nontrivial applications of Proposition 1.16. 
2. Cleavability over some important classes of spaces and G,-property 
Recall that the pseudocharacter of a space X (denoted by $(X1> is not greater 
then T if every point x of X can be represented as the intersection of a family y of 
open sets in X such that 1 y 1 G T. 
We shall say that a space X is point-cleavable over a class 9 of spaces if it is 
cleavable over 9 along all points, that is, if for every point x in X there exist a 
space Y in 9 and a continuous mapping f of X onto Y, such that f-‘f(x) = 1x1. 
We shall also use expression finite-cleavable, n-cleavable, countable-cleavable in a 
similar sense. 
Proposition 2.1. If a space X is point-cleavable over the class of spaces of pseu- 
docharacter < T, then the pseudocharacter of X is also not greater than T. 
Using Propositions 2.1 and 1.12, we easily get the following result: 
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Theorem 2.2. If a space X of point-countable type is cleavable over a class of 
Hausdorff spaces of pseudocharacter < r, then the character of X is not greater than 
7. 
Corollary 2.3. If a compact space X is cleavable over a class of Hausdorff spaces of 
countable pseudocharacter, then X is first countable. 
From Proposition 2.1 we also get another result of this type: 
Corollary 2.4. If a regular pseudocompact space X is cleavable over a class of spaces 
of countable pseudocharacter, then X is first countable. 
Now we can demonstrate how Proposition 1.16 can be applied. 
Theorem 2.5. Let X be a Hausdorff space cleavable over the class of all spaces with 
G,-diagonal. Assume also that there exists a continuous mapping f of X into a space 
Y with G,-diagonal, such that all preimages of points in Y are compact. Then X is 
also a space with G&-diagonal. 
Proof. Fix a mapping f such as in the theorem. Since the pseudocharacter of every 
space with G,-diagonal is countable, from Proposition 2.1 it follows that the 
pseudocharacter of X is countable. This implies that for every y in Y the subspace 
F, = f-‘(y) of X is first countable. Hence the cardinality of F, is not greater than 
2” (see [17]). It is well know, that the class of all spaces with G&-diagonal is 
countably productive. 
Now we can apply Proposition 2.1 to the disjoint family (F,: y E Y}. It follows 
that there is a continuous mapping of X into a space Z with G,-diagonal, 
satisfying the following condition: if xi and x2 are in X and f(xI) = fCx,>, then 
g(x,) # g(x,>. Then the diagonal product of the mappings f and g is a one-to-one 
continuous mapping of X into a space with G,-diagonal. It follows easily that X 
itself is a space with G,-diagonal. 0 
Obviously, a similar assertion holds for every cardinal 7. This result was 
announced in [3]. It has several modifications and many corollaries, covering 
earlier results in [l,lO]. Let us consider some of them. 
Theorem 2.6 [3]. Let 9 be a countably productive and closed-hereditary class of 
Hausdorff spaces of countable pseudocharacter and let X be a Hausdorff space which 
can be mapped by a perfect mapping onto a space in 9. Then X itself belongs to 9. 
Proof. We argue as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 and observe that the diagonal 
product of a perfect mapping and a continuous mapping is a perfect mapping. 0 
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Corollary 2.7 131. Every paracompact p-space, which is cleavable over a class of 
spaces with G,-diagonal is metrizable. In particular, every paracompact p-space, 
which is cleavable over the class of all metrizable spaces is metrizable. 
Corollary 2.8 [3]. Zf a regular space X can be mapped by a perfect mapping onto a 
Moore space and X is cleavable over the class of all Moore spaces, then X itself is a 
Moore space. 
Corollary 2.9 131. Zf X is cleavable over the class of all Hausdorff u-spaces and X can 
be mapped by a perfect mapping onto a Hausdorff u-space, then X is also a a-space. 
Similar results hold for stratifiable and semistratifiable spaces. 
One of the improvements of Theorem 2.5 is based on the following result, which 
is interesting in itself. 
Theorem 2.10 [3,11]. Let X be a Lindeliif space, cleavable over a class of regular 
spaces with G,-diagonal. Then Xalso has G,-diagonal, and I X I < 2”. 
Proof. Every regular Lindelijf space with G,-diagonal can be mapped by a 
one-to-one continuous mapping onto a separable metrizable space (see [17]). It 
follows that the space X in the theorem is cleavable over the class of separable 
metrizable spaces. It remains to refer to [lo], where it is shown that every Lindelijf 
space which is cleavable over the class of separable metrizable spaces is absolutely 
cleavable over this class. 0 
From Theorem 2.10 and from the proof of Theorem 2.5 it is clear that the next 
assertion holds: 
Theorem 2.11 [3,5]. Let X be a regular space which can be mapped onto a space with 
G,-diagonal by a continuous mapping such that the preimages of all points in Y are 
Lindeliif subspaces of X. Then if X is cleavable over a class of spaces with G,-diago- 
nal, then X is also a space with G,-diagonal. 
3. Cleavability over R" 
The class of spaces cleavable over R” deserves a special attention. Indeed, the 
knowledge about this class would serve as a good background for the study of 
cleavability over the class of metrizable spaces as well as for the study of 
cleavability over the finite dimensional Euclidean spaces R”. 
Clearly, a space X is cleavable over R” if and only if it is cleavable over the 
class of all separable metrizable spaces. 
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The next result from [lo] is an obvious corollary of the results of the previous 
section. 
Theorem 3.1. The following conditions are equivalent for every Lindeliif space X: (1) 
X is cleavable over R”; (2) X is a space with G,-diagonal; (3) there is a continuous 
one-to-one mapping of X onto a separable metrizable space. 
Corollary 3.2. A compact space X is cleavable over R” if and only if it is metrizable. 
This result was obtained in [lo] in a slightly stronger form: 
Theorem 3.3. If a regular pseudocompact space X is cleavable over R”, then it is 
metrizable. 
Theorem 3.3 is almost a corollary of the next result [7]: 
Theorem 3.4. If a space X is cleavable over R” and the cardinality of X is an Ulam 
nonmeasurable cardinal, then X is realcompact. 
In what follows, in accordance with our earlier agreement, we shall say “cleava- 
ble” instead of “cleavable over R”“. 
A nonobvious link of cleavability to C,-theory is provided by the following result 
[lo]: 
Theorem 3.5. A space X is cleavable if and only if for every real-valued function f on 
X there exists a countable family A of continuous functions on X such that f belongs 
to the closure of A in the topology of pointwise convergence. 
In particular, the condition in Theorem 3.5 is satisfied if C,(X) is separable. 
And this happens exactly if X is absolutely cleavable over R”! 
Now we shall consider a characterization of cleavability which is more internal. 
Let A be a subset of a space X. A Hausdorff separator forA in X is a family 9 
of subsets of X such that whenever x EA and y EX\A, there are B and C in 9 
such that x E B, y E C and B and C are disjoint. A Hausdorff separator is called 
closed if all its members are closed sets (in X). 
A space X is said to be weakly normal (see [7]), if for every two disjoint closed 
subsets A and B of X there exists a continuous mapping f of X into R” such 
that the images of A and B are disjoint. A space X is called weakly zero-normal, if 
the same condition holds with R” replaced by the space J of all irrational 
numbers. 
Theorem 3.6 [7]. A space X is cleavable if and only if it is weakly normal and for 
every subset A of X there exists a countable closed Hausdorff separator for A in X. 
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Recall that a family of sets is said to be of rank 1, if every two members of this 
family are either disjoint or one of them is contained in the other one. 
We shall formulate now an addition theorem, which covers a result in [lo]. 
Theorem 3.7. Let X be a space, which is covered by a countable family y of rank 1 
of closed subspaces. Then X is cleavable if and only if it is weakly normal and every 
YE y is cleavable. 
Corollary 3.8 [lo]. Zf X . ES a normal space, covered by a countable family of closed 
discrete subspaces, then X is cleavable. 
Absolute cleavability is clearly countably productive. Naturally, the following 
question arises: is the product of two cleavable spaces a cleavable space? The 
answer is unfortunately (or luckily) “no”. 
Example 3.9. Let X = Z X D(T) be the product of the unit segment and of a 
discrete space of cardinality T. Then both of the factors are (trivially) cleavable 
spaces, while the product space X is cleavable if and only if T G 2”, see [lo]. Note 
that the space X we constructed is a very nice one: it is metrizable, locally compact 
and locally separable. However, the following question remains open: 
Problem 3.10. Let X and Y be two spaces cleavable over the class of all metrizable 
spaces. Is then the product space XX Y cleavable over the class of metrizable 
spaces? 
Next results contribute to better understanding of the extent of the class of 
cleavable spaces. 
Theorem 3.11 [lo]. Every perfectly normal metacompact scattered space is cleavable. 
Proof. Any space with the properties listed in the theorem is strongly o-discrete, 
see [El. It remains to apply Corollary 3.8. 0 
Corollary 3.12 [lo]. Every metrizable scattered space is cleavable. 
Indirectly, the next theorem shows how large the class of all cleavable spaces is. 
Theorem 3.13 [lo]. Every space can be represented as an image of a paracompact 
cleavable space under an open continuous mapping. 
Some of the results above are not easy to generalize. For example, it is not true 
that every locally compact cleavable space is metrizable, see [lo]. It is also shown in 
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[lo], that there exists a paracompact cleavable space without points of first 
countability. 
An interesing open question is related to the following result [lo], which 
suggests that cleavable spaces might behave quite well with respect to cardinal 
invariants. 
Proposition 3.14. Assume GCH, and let X be a cleavable space. Then for every 
subset A of X such that 1 A 1 < 2” the cardinality of the closure of A in X is not 
greater than 2”. 
Problem 3.15. Is the last assertion true in ZFC? 
4. Cleavability and dimension 
A space X is said to be totally disconnected if no infinite subspace of X is 
connected. For compact spaces total disconnectedness is equivalent to zero-dimen- 
sionality. 
Proposition 4.1. Zf a space X is pointwise cleavable over the class of totally 
disconnected Hausdorff spaces then X is also totally disconnected. 
Corollary 4.2. Zf a compact space X is pointwise cleavable over the class of totally 
disconnected Hausdorff spaces then X is zero-dimensional. 
Proposition 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 were published in [9], where it was observed 
that they cannot be generalized to the finite dimensional case. Indeed, every 
metrizable space is pointwise cleavable over R. However, it is not so easy to answer 
the following natural question: 
Problem 4.3. Let X be a compact space cleavable over the class of all compact 
Hausdorff spaces Y such that dim Y G II, for some n E o. Is then dim X G n? A 
similar question can be asked about the dimensions ind and Ind. 
Some important partial results in the direction of Problem 4.3 were obtained by 
V.V. Tkachuk. Here are two of them. 
Theorem 4.4. Zf a pseudocompact space X is cleavable over the class of all metrizable 
spacesYsuchthatdimY<n,forsomenEw,thendimX<n. 
The proof of Theorem 4.4 is based on the following two facts. First, under the 
assumptions in Theorem 4.4, the space X is metrizable and compact. Second, 
every metrizable compact space X can be represented as the union of two 
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subspaces Y and Z such that all compact subspaces of Y and all compact 
subspaces of Z are countable, according to a theorem of Bernstein (see [17]). Any 
continuous mapping f, cleaving X over an n-dimensional space M along Y is 
automatically zero-dimensional. Now it follows from a theorem of Gurevich that 
dim X<dim M+O<n. 
U Z. It remains to apply the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 
4.4. 
The results above push us in a natural way to the following question: 
Problem 4.6. Let X be any compact Hausdorff space. Is it possible to represent X 
as the union of two subspaces Y and Z such that all compact subspaces of Y and 
all compact subspaces of Z are zero-dimensional? 
As it is clear from the argument above, the answer is consistently “yes”. 
5. Cleavability over R 
The following main question remains unsolved: 
Problem 5.1. Characterize topological spaces cleavable over the space R of all real 
numbers. 
In this section we discuss some partial results going in the direction of Problem 
5.1 obtained in [4,61. 
Let us say that a space X is c-simple if every connected subset A of X is open 
in its closure in X. Obviously the space R is c-simple. In fact, every LOTS (that is, 
linearly ordered topological space) is c-simple. The circumference S1 is also 
c-simple. On the other hand, the Euclidean plane R2 is not c-simple: there exists a 
dense connected subset of R2 which is not open in R2. 
Proposition 5.2. If a space X is cleavable over the class of all c-simple spaces then X 
is also a c-simple space. 
Corollary 5.3. If a space X is cleavable over R then X is c-simple. 
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Corollary 5.4. If X is cleavable over R then every dense connected subset of X is open 
in X. 
It follows from Corollary 5.4 that the Euclidean plane is not cleavable over R. 
Unfortunately, not every c-simple compact space is cleavable over R. 
Example 5.5. The circumference S’ is not cleavable over R (see [4]). Indeed, it is 
not cleavable over R along any proper half-interval. This is proved easily by an 
elementary argument. 
Proposition 5.6. Let X be a c-simple space. Then for every connected subset C of X 
the subspace cl(C) \ C is discrete and closed in X. 
Here is another general result very useful for understanding the topological 
structure of the spaces cleavable over R (see [4]): 
Proposition 5.7. Let X be a space cleavable over the class of all linearly ordered 
topological spaces, Then the interior of every infinite connected subset C of X is 
nonempty. 
We shall say that a space X is (weakly) c-thick if the interior of every infinite 
(closed) connected subset C of X is not empty. 
Corollary 5.8. Every space cleavable over R is c-thick. 
Corollary 5.9. If a space X is cleavable over R and Y is a subspace of X such that the 
interior of Y is empty, then the space Y is totally disconnected. 
From Proposition 5.6 we easily obtain the next result: 
Theorem 5.10. If a locally connected space X is cleavable over R then ind X =G 1. 
Clearly, Theorem 5.10 holds for all c-simple spaces. 
Proposition 5.11. If a periferally compact Hausdorff space is weakly c-thick then 
ind XG 1. 
The next two results are very effective in the study of spaces cleavable over R. 
Theorem 5.12. If a space X is cleavable over R and Y is a subspace of X 
homeomorphic to R then Y is open in X. 
If a space X contains many subspaces homeomorphic to R and X is cleavable 
over R then Theorem 5.12 can be used to determine the topological structure of 
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X. This observation explains why the following result plays an important role in the 
theory of cleavability. 
Theorem 5.13. Every connected compact Hausdorff space, which is weakly c-thick, is 
locally connected. 
For the metrizable case this result can be found in [20]. In the general case it 
was established in [4]. 
Corollary 5.14. Every connected compact space cleavable over R is locally connected. 
Every connected compact Hausdorff space, which is metrizable and locally 
connected, is arcwise connected [201. Since every compact space cleavable over R 
is metrizable, we derive the next conclusion from Corollary 5.14: 
Corollary 5.15. Every compact connected space cleavable over R is arcwise con- 
nected. 
Corollary 5.15 is a key result in the proof of the following fundamental fact: 
Theorem 5.16. Every infinite connected compact space cleavable over R is homeo- 
morphic to the unit segment. 
Let us call a space X LOTS-connected if for every two different points x and y 
of X one can find a subspace J of X homeomorpic to a compact connected 
linearly ordered topological space such that x EJ and y EJ. The following result 
was obtained in [4]: 
Theorem 5.17. Let X be a compact space cleavable over the class of all linearly 
ordered topological spaces and let X be LOTS-connected. The X is homeomorphic to 
a compact connected linearly ordered topological space. 
Of course the next result easily follows from Theorem 5.13: 
Theorem 5.18. Every compact connected space cleavable over the class of linearly 
ordered topological spaces is locally connected. 
Let X be any compact space cleavable over the space R. Then, in view of the 
results presented above, X satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) The space X is metrizable. 
(2) Every nontrivial component of X contains a nonempty open subset, 
(3) The set of all nontrivial components of X is countable. 
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(4) Every nontrivial component of X is homeomorphic to the segment I = [0, l] 
under a homeomorphism g such that the image g((0, 1)) of the interval (0, 1) is 
open in X. 
It was established by Moore that every compact space X satisfying the condi- 
tions (l)-(4) is homeomorphic to a subspace of R, see [21, Theorem 1.2.31. Thus 
we have the following final result [6]: 
Theorem 5.19. A compact space X is cleavable over R if and only if X is homeomor- 
phic to a subspace of R. 
Problem 5.20. Let X be a compact space cleavable over a linearly ordered 
topological space Y. Is then X homeomorphic to a subspace of Y? 
Here is another question, related in an obvious way to Problem 5.20: 
Problem 5.21. Let X be a compact space cleavable over the class of all linearly 
ordered topological spaces. Is then X a linearly orderable topological space? 
6. Cleavability over R” 
Since we call cleavable the spaces that are cleavable over the class of all 
separable metrizable spaces, it is natural to say that a space X is strongly cleavable 
if it is cleavable over the class of all finite dimensional separable metrizable spaces, 
that is, over the class of all subspaces of finite dimensional Euclidean spaces. Of 
course, introducing this concept, we have to demonstrate, that there exists a 
cleavable space, which is not strongly cleavable. This is not difficult. Indeed, 
arguing essentially in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, we obtain the 
following result: 
Theorem 6.1. If a compact space X is strongly cleavable, then it is finite dimensional. 
In this section we will be mostly concerned with cleavability over the Euclidean 
space R”, for a fixed n E w. It follows from Theorem 6.1 that if a compact space X 
is strongly cleavable then it is cleavable over some R”. We shall see soon that a 
similar assertion for noncompact spaces is not true. 
Obviously, the first question we should answer in this section is whether 
cleavability over R” implies cleavability over Rnfl or not. 
Theorem 6.2. The n-dimensional sphere S” is not cleavable over R”, for any n E CO. 
Indeed, for any continuous mapping f of S” into R” there exists a pair of 
antipodal points x and y in S” such that f(x) = f< y), by a theorem of K. Borsuk 
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(see [16]). Thus it is impossible to cleave S” over R” along any subset A of S”, 
containing exactly one point out of every pair of antipodal points of S”. 
Corollary 6.3. For every n E w, the Euclidean space R” + ’ is not cleavable over the 
Euclidean space R”. 
The second natural question to ask about cleavability over R” is whether 
Theorem 5.19 can be generalized to R”. The answer to this question is in the 
negative as it is clear from the following theorem [51: 
Theorem 6.4. Every one-dimensional compact polyhedron is cleavable over R2. 
Example 6.5. The complete graph with five vertices is a one-dimensional compact 
polyhedron which is not embeddable into R2. However, by Theorem 6.4 this 
polyhedron is cleavable over R2. 
The results above show that the theory of cleavability of spaces over R” is not 
trivial and is not similar to the theories of cleavability over R or over R”. 
The first systematic study of cleavability over R” was undertaken in [6]. We 
expose and discuss below some results from [6]. 
For a mapping f : X + Y we put Xf = {x E X: f(x) l f(X\{.x})). 1. Jastchenko 
has proved the following assertion. Let {f,: (Y < T) be an infinite family of map- 
pings of a space X which cleaves X along all subsets of X. Then I XfO I < r for 
some (Y < T. 
In the study of cleavability over R” the following generalized version of 
Jastchenko’s lemma is very useful: 
Proposition 6.6. Let A and B be two disjoint subsets of a set X and let {f,: (Y < T) be 
a family of mappings of the set X into some sets Y,. Let us also assume that for every 
(Y < r the cardinality of the set A4, = {x EX\(A U B): f,(x) l fJX\ix))) is not 
less than 7. Then there exist disjoint subsets U and Vof X such that A c U, B c Vand 
the intersection of f,(U) with f,(V) is not empty for every (Y < 7. 
To formulate an important corollary of Proposition 6.6 it is convenient to 
introduce a modification of the notion of cleavability. Let A and B be two disjoint 
subsets of a space X. We shall say that X is cleavable between A and B over a space 
Y if X is cleavable over Y along every subset ZJ of X such that A c U and 
BnU=@. 
Proposition 6.7. Let X be a separable space cleavable between disjoint subsets A and 
B over a space Y such that I Y I G 2”. Then there exists a continuous mapping 
f : X + Y such that the sets f(A) and f( B) are disjoint and / Xt\< A U B) 1 < 2”. 
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Theorem 6.8. If a separable space X is cleavable over a T,-space with a countable 
base then there exists a continuous mapping f of X into Y such that 1 Xf 1 < 2”. 
This assertion permits to give a simple proof of the following result: 
Theorem 6.9. Let X be a separable space cleavable over R and let Y be an arcwise 
connected subspace of X. Then there is a continuous mapping of X into R the 
restriction of which to Y is a homeomorphism of Y onto its image. 
Corollary 6.10. If X is an infinite arcwise connected space cleavable over R then X is 
homeomorphic either to a segment, or to an interval or to a half-interval. 
The restrictions on X in the last two assertions can be considerably weakened, 
see [6]. Proposition 6.7 is also instrumental in the proof of the following result: 
Theorem 6.11. Let X be a separable space cleavable over R and let a be a point of X. 
Let us assume that for every point x in X different from a there is a subspace Y, of X 
containing x and homeomorphic to R. Let us also assume that a is contained in an 
infinite connected subspace of X homeomorphic to a subspace of R. Then there exists 
a one-to-one continuous mapping of X into R. 
Observe that if X is a compact space satisfying the conditions in the last 
theorem, then X can be embedded into R. 
A finite dimensional version of Theorem 6.11 is based on the following lemma: 
Lemma 6.12. Let n be a positive integer and let f : R” + R” be a continuous mapping 
such that I R; I < 2”. Then f is a homeomorphism of R” into R”. 
In the proof of Lemma 6.12 the following result plays an essential role. 
Lemma 6.13. Let V be the n-dimensional unit ball and S the (n - O-dimensional unit 
sphere in R”, where n E w, n > 1. Let f be a continuous mapping of V into R” which 
is one-to-one on S and satisfies the condition: f(S) n f(V\S) = #. Then the set 
f(V\S> is open in R”, in fact, f(V\S) ES one of the two domains in which f(S) splits 
the space R” according to Jordan’s theorem. 
The next theorem is one of the main results of this paper on cleavability over 
R”. 
Theorem 6.14. Let n E w, n > 1, and let X be a separable space such that for every 
x E X there is a subspace Y, of X containing x and homeomorphic to R”. Assume also 
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Y is an n-dimensional manifold such that 1 Y ) < 2”. Then either X is not 
cleavable over Y or X is homeomorphic to an open subspace of Y and is itself an 
n-dimensional manifold. 
Corollary 6.15. X be separable n-dimensional cleavable over 
where n a positive Then X homeomorphic to open subspace R”. 
Corollary Let X a compact manifold, where is a 
integer. Then is not over R”. 
6.17. Let E w, > 1, and let X and Y be two n-dimensional manifolds 
such that X is compact and Y is connected and satisfies the condition ( Y ( < 2”. Then 
X is cleavable over Y if and only if X is homeomorphic to Y. 
Here is another interesting and, probably, unexpected result on cleavability over 
R”: 
Theorem 6.18. Let X be a separable space cleavable over R”. Then every subspace U 
of X which is homeomorphic to R” is open in X. 
The proof of Theorem 6.18 is based on the following technical result on 
mappings of balls: 
Lemma 6.19. Let V and S be the closed unit ball and the unit sphere in R”, and let 
A = V\S. Assume also that f is a continuous mapping of R” into R” such that 
f(S) n f(A) = (d and I R;! I < 2”. Then the set f(A) is open in R”. 
Corollary 6.20. Zf X is a space cleavable over R”, where n is a positive integer, and U 
is a subspace of X homeomorphic to R”, then the set U is open in the closure of U in 
X. 
Example 6.21. Let 2 be the subspace of the Euclidean space R3, consisting of a 
plane R2 c R3 and of a sequence in R3 \R2, converging to a point in R2. Then, by 
Theorem 6.18, the space Z is not cleavable over the Euclidean space R2. 
Corollary 6.22. For every n E w, n > 1, the topological product R” x Y, where Y is a 
nondiscrete space, is not cleavable over R”. 
The results above essentially solve the problem of cleavability of one manifold 
over another manifold in the case when the dimensions of these manifolds are 
equal. On the contrary, we know very little about the cleavability of manifolds 
when their dimensions do not coincide. 
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Problem 6.23. Let X and Y be two compact connected manifolds such that 
1 G dim X < dim Y. Under which conditions is X cleavable over Y? 
Observe that Tkachuk has proved the following generalization of Theorem 6.4: 
Theorem 6.24. Every compact polyhedron X such that dim X = n is cleavable over 
R2”. 
After this result it is natural to formulate the following version of Problem 6.23: 
Problem 6.25. It is true that every compact manifold X such that dim X = n is 
cleavable over R2”? 
In conclusion of this section we present a result of I. Jastchenko, which helps to 
understand better the pattern formed by the results discussed above. 
Theorem 6.26. Let X be a separable space cleavable over R”, for some n E o. Then 
there exists a one-to-one continuous mapping of X into Rnfl. 
Corollary 6.27. If X is a compact space cleavable over R”, then X can be embedded 
into R" f ‘. 
Example 6.28 (Jastchenko). Let X, be the n-dimensional body of a (2n + l)- 
dimensional simplex. It is well known that X, cannot be embedded into R2”. By 
Corollary 6.27 it follows that X, is not cleavable over R2n-1. 
7. On cleavability over the space Q of rational numbers 
Recall that a space X is called a Q-space if every subset A of X is an F, in X, 
that is, if A = lJ{A,: n E w}, where each A, is closed in X. In this section we 
discuss some results from [7] dealing with the following question: when is a space 
X cleavable over the space Q of all rational numbers? 
We start with the next two obvious assertions: 
Proposition 7.1. A space X is cleavable over the space Q if and only if it is cleavable 
over the class of all countable spaces. 
Proposition 7.2. Zf a space X is cleavable over the space Q, then X is a Q-space. 
Clearly every countable space is a Q-space. A space X is said to be strongly 
u-discrete if X is the union of a countable family of closed discrete subspaces. 
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Every strongly a-discrete space is also a Q-space. The next example shows that not 
every Q-space is cleavable over the space Q. 
Example 7.3. De Caux has constructed F1.51 an infinite connected Moore space, 
which is strongly a-discrete. This space is a Q-space which is not cleavable over Q. 
Indeed, every space which is cleavable over Q is totally disconnected. 
To describe the spaces cleavable over Q, the following concepts were intro- 
duced in [7]. 
Let A and B be two disjoint subsets of a space X. Let us say that A and B are 
zero-separated if there is an open and closed subset C of X such that A c C and C 
and B are disjoint. A space X is a strict Q-space if for every subset A of X there 
are countable families (A,: n E w) and {B,: n E w) of closed sets in X such that, 
for each IIEW, A,,cA,+~, B,cB,+,, A, and B, are zero-separated, A is the 
union of the sets A, and X\A is the union of the sets B,. 
Theorem 7.4. A space X is cleavable over the space Q of rational numbers if and only 
if X is a strict Q-space. 
Corollary 7.5. Every Q-space X, such that Ind X= 0, is cleavable over Q. 
The next assertion is a part of the folklore on Q-spaces. 
Proposition 7.6. If X is a Q-space with a countable network, then Ind X = 0. 
Corollary 7.7. A space X with a countable network is cleavable over Q if and only if 
X is a Q-space. 
Reed has shown [231 that under V= L every normal first countable Q-space is 
strongly a-discrete. It is well known that Ind X = 0 for every normal strongly 
a-discrete space X (see [171). Now we can make the following conclusion: 
Theorem 7.8. It is consistent with ZFC that a normal first countable space X is 
cleavable over the space Q of rational numbers if and only if X is a Q-space. 
The result above covers the case of metrizable spaces. 
We do not know the answers to the following questions, motivated by the results 
we have discussed in this section. 
Problem 7.9. Is there an infinite connected normal Q-space? 
Problem 7.10. Is every normal Q-space zero-dimensional or, at least, totally 
disconnected? 
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Problem 7.11. Is every normal (paracompact, Lindelof) Q-space a strict Q-space? 
Obviously, the last question is equivalent to the following one: is every normal 
(paracompact, Lindeliif) Q-space cleavable over Q? 
Problem 7.12. Let X be a Lindelof Q-space. Is it true then that X is separable? 
Problem 7.13. Let X be a Lindelijf Q-space. Is then ind X = O? Is it consistent 
with ZFC that the cardinality of X is less than 2”? 
Observe that Theorem 3.6 has the following corollary: 
Corollary 7.14. A Q-space X is cleavable over R” if and only if it is weakly normal. 
8. Some concluding remarks on cleavability 
This survey is not complete. One can find a discussion of some other results on 
cleavability in the articles [2,3,91. We also want to refer to the short announce- 
ments of results on cleavability in 11,111. 
In particular, we have not discussed the implications of the following proposi- 
tion, which shows that if a space X is cleavable along a subspace Y, then Y stands 
very good chances to inherit some nice properties of X. 
Proposition 8.1. Zf a space X is cleavable over a Hausdorff space Y along a subset A 
of X, then A is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of the space X X Z, where Z is a 
subspace of Y. 
For example, from Proposition 8.1 we easily get the following result: 
Theorem 8.2. Let X be a Lindeliif (a paracompact) space cleavable over R” along 
every closed subset of X and such that the product of X with every separable 
metrizable space is Lindeliif ( paracompact ). Then the space X is hereditarily Lindeliif 
(hereditarily paracompact 1. 
We shall discuss corollaries of Proposition 8.1 in a greater detail elsewhere. 
Following the trend established in the Sections 3, 5 and 7, it is natural to 
consider when a space is cleavable over the space J of all irrational numbers or 
when it is cleavable over the Cantor set K,. Clearly, X is cleavable over K, if and 
only if X is cleavable over J (see Proposition 1.1). 
Many results of Section 3 can be transformed into results on cleavability over 
the space J by means of a factorization theorem from [22]. In particular, in this 
way we get the next result: 
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Theorem 8.3. If X is a cleavable space such that dim X = 0, then X is cleavable over 
the space J of irrational numbers. 
Note, that we write dim X = 0 if dim /3X = 0. 
By means of the same reference the next result is obtained: 
Proposition 8.4. If X is a weakly normal space such that dim X = 0, then X is 
strongly zero-dimensional. 
The following question was asked in [lo]. Assume that X is a cleavable space. Is 
then the diagonal in XXX a G,? Corollary 7.14 provides us with the next 
reduction of this problem: 
Proposition 8.5. Every weakly normal Q-space without G,-diagonal can serve as an 
example of a cleavable space without G,-diagonal. 
Z. Balogh has recently informed me that he has constructed a paracompact 
Q-space X without G,-diagonal such that Ind X = 0. By Corollary 7.5, this space 
is cleavable over Q, which implies that it is cleavable not only over R”, but over R 
and over the Cantor set as well. 
On the other hand, the next result was obtained in [8]: 
Theorem 8.6. Zf X is cleavable over R”, then the diagonal of X is small. 
Recall, that the diagonal of X is small if for every uncountable subset A of 
XXX, which doesn’t intersect the diagonal, there exists a neighbourhood U of the 
diagonal in XXX such that the set A \ U is uncountable. 
From Corollary 7.14 and Theorem 8.6 it follows that if X is a weakly normal 
Q-space then the diagonal of X is small. In fact, we have a more general result: 
Theorem 8.7. The diagonal of every Q-space is small. 
From Theorem 3.4 and Corollary 7.14 the next result follows: 
Theorem 8.8. If X is a weakly normal Q-space of Ulam nonmeasurable cardinal@, 
then X is realcompact. 
The following results were obtained in [3]: 
Theorem 8.9. If a countably compact space X is cleavable over the class of all 
sequential Hausdorff spaces, then the space X is also sequential. 
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Theorem 8.10. If a countably compact space X is cleauable over the class of all 
compact Hausdorff sequential spaces then X is also compact. 
It is interesting that one cannot replace “countably compact” by “pseudocom- 
pact” in Theorem 8.10. 
Example 8.11. Take any FrCchet-Urysohn compact Hausdorff space X containing 
a nonisolated point x such that the subspace Y = X\(x) is pseudocompact. Fix a 
point y of Y and let 2 be the quotient space obtained from X by identifying the 
set {x, y} to a point. Then 2 is a Hausdorff FrCchet-Urysohn compact space and 
the identity mapping of Y onto Z is one-to-one and continuous. Thus Y is 
cleavable over Z without being compact. 
It is shown in 131 that if we replace in Theorems 8.9 and 8.10 “sequential” with 
“the tightness is countable” we obtain assertions which cannot be proved in ZFC. 
Let us mention in passing the next result from [3]: 
Theorem 8.12. If a compact space X is cleavable over the class of all Hausdorff 
spaces of cardinality not greater than r, then the cardinality of X also does not exceed 
7. 
It is remarkable that the last theorem holds for every infinite cardinal number 7. 
Theorem 8.12 can be generalized to a certain larger class of spaces in an obvious 
way. 
Various questions on cleavability are considered in the article [9] of Arhangel’skii 
and Cammaroto. In particular, radiality, bisequentiality and biradiality are studied 
in [9] in the context of cleavability. A special attention is paid in [93 to certain 
natural versions of cleavability: to pointwise cleavability, to double-cleavability and 
to closed-cleavability. It is shown in [9] that the spaces which are closed-cleavable 
over the class of compact Hausdorff spaces have some important properties in 
common with compact Hausdorff spaces, for example, they satisfy certain nontriv- 
ial relations between cardinal invariants, characteristic for compact Hausdorff 
spaces. 
It is clear, that one can define and study cleavability in many different cate- 
gories of objects and morhpisms. The category of uniform spaces and uniform 
mappings suggests itself for that purpose. One can consider cleavability in the 
category of groups and homomorphisms. But it would have been very interesting to 
develop the theory of cleavability in the frame of category theory! Here it is not 
even obvious what should be the basic definitions. 
This paper was written while the author was a Visiting Professor at the Kansas 
State University. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the generous support and 
hospitality which he enjoyed during this work at the Department of Mathematics. 
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